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Abstract 
An already established way, of which frame is limited by the consensus particular to a specific society or rules activated by the 
way of thinking of that society, is preferably conducted to achieve a demanded goal instead of applying to possible other ways. 
Fluidity of languages enables novelists, playwrights, poets, politicians as well as ordinary men to apply to some distinct ways to 
inject appropriate notions or to explain a tenet to a great mass rather than incline to the ways, which have been known to others. 
This study draws a parallel between the language Virginia Woolf utilizes in her work Mrs. Dalloway for the purpose of clarifying 
feminist opinion system and the language used in foreign language classrooms to reduce learner anxiety. Woolf prefers implying 
her interpretation of the place of women in society with the help of hedges, modals and adverbs rather than explaining it directly. 
Thanks to the infinite statements in and the flexibility of English Language, Woolf characterizes feminist concept by unresolved 
and continuous alternations contrary to certain statements used by men. It is known that in the Suggestopedia Method, role-play 
as a technique of teaching is benefitted to reduce learner anxiety. As Woolf employs hedges, specific models and adverbs in Mrs. 
Dalloway to explain certain thoughts indirectly, the same structures may be applied to foreign language teaching. For the learners 
of foreign language in secondary schools, usage of hedges, modals and adverbs indicating that the speaker is not concise in his 
accounts might lessen the anxiety of learners. In this paper, Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway has been analyzed from the aspect of its 
discourse, through which Woolf tries to teach women thought system to the audience, under the spectacle of the probability of 
reducing language learning anxiety by the usage of specific structures which signify possibility such as ‘could’, ‘might’, ‘as far as 
I know’, ‘perhaps’, ‘nearly’, ‘about’ and etc. as in Mrs. Dalloway. The main purpose of this study is to clarify that the usage of 
these structures mentioned above help reduce foreign language learner anxiety. 
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1. Introduction 
An already established way, of which frame is limited by the consensus particular to a specific society or 
rules activated by the way of thinking of that society, is preferably conducted to achieve a demanded goal instead of 
applying to possible other ways. Actually, this preference must have been eliminated with the help of questioning 
reality at least in the 19th century. For instance, one of the great thinkers of 19th century, Nietzsche claims that there 
is not reality; on the other hand, there are interpretations of reality itself. Allowing for the vulnerability of reality, we 
as speakers of languages do not need to stick to the structured forms of language in communication. Studies today 
indicate that men have the ability to produce infinite utterances using finite language forms.  George Yule points 
out: “Humans are continually creating new expressions and novel utterances by manipulating their linguistic 
resources to describe new objects and situations.”  Fluidity of languages enables novelists, playwrights, poets, 
politicians as well as ordinary men to apply to some distinct ways to inject appropriate notions or to explain a tenet 
to a great mass rather than incline to the ways, which have been known to others. Especially, writers emphasize on 
the meaning beyond language, as they want a text convey a hidden meaning inside.  
Writers present a great talent on creating ties stretching from the text they create to the subconscious of the 
audience. Modernist and/ or postmodernist writers do not interfere with the ethos of their readers and leave the 
judgmental issues open to be evaluated by the reader himself/ herself. For instance; Orhan Pamuk in his novel 
named after “Snow” does not directly says what is right or what is wrong about common view of strong 
conservative people on women who are against wearing scarf, but he explains the situation from his perspective 
similar to a camera recording the events around, by which he arouses hatred in the hearts of his readers. That is, 
Pamuk creates a dark atmosphere explaining the situation with the help of the power of words chosen.  Not just the 
word choice affects the overall meaning a text covers. On the other hand, punctuation, emphasis and writing style 
reveal the actual intention of the writers. Not all the time, it is about the context, but it might also be about the 
message of the writer to his/ her reader. According to Paula Bennett, the small but precious objects in Emily 
Dickinson’s writing signal feminist propagation. Bennett identifies some objects in Dickinson’s writings such as 
pebbles, pellets, nuts, pearls, gems, berries, beads, drops, jewels and bees as a part of clitoral imagery.  
In this study, Mrs. Dalloway written by Virginia Woolf has been analyzed focusing on the emphasis on 
hedges, specific functional morphemes and parts of speech, which display possibility of occurrences. These usages 
shed light on how Woolf supports feminism since speaking of possibilities is one of the features of feminine speech 
characteristics as accepted by a great deal of research.  Woolf prefers implying her interpretation of the place of 
women in society with the help of hedges, modals and adverbs rather than explaining it directly. Thanks to the 
infinite statements in and the flexibility of English Language, Woolf characterizes feminist concept by unresolved 
and continuous alternations contrary to certain statements used by men. This study draws a parallel between the 
language Virginia Woolf utilizes in her work Mrs. Dalloway for the purpose of clarifying feminist opinion system 
and the language used in foreign language classrooms to reduce learner anxiety.  
In language classrooms in particular, learners come across some challenges such as speaking in a foreign 
language with a good knowledge of grammar and pronunciation. Anxiety might prevent some people from 
performing successfully in science or mathematics, many people find foreign language learning stressful likewise, 
especially in classroom situations. According to Gardner and McIntyre, language-learning anxiety can be described 
as “a subjective feeling of tension, apprehension, nervousness, and worry associated with an arousal of the 
automatic nervous system”. Horwitz on the other hand, detailed the specific parts that learners are affected most 
when it comes to language learning anxiety.  A different solution to reduce language-learning anxiety based on the 
discourse of Mrs. Dalloway may open a new horizon into language learning. It is known that in the Desuggestopedia 
Method, role-play as a technique of teaching is benefitted to reduce learner anxiety. As Woolf employs hedges, 
models and adverbs in Mrs. Dalloway to explain certain thoughts indirectly, the same structures may be applied to 
foreign language teaching. For the learners of foreign language in secondary schools, usage of hedges, modals and 
adverbs indicating that the speaker is not concise in his accounts might lessen the anxiety of learners. The main 
purpose of this study is to clarify that the usage of these structures mentioned help reduce foreign language learner 
anxiety. 
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Literature Review 
A part of speech or writing does not solely stand for a sequence of related words; on the other hand, it is 
related to the speaker, the place and time. The intention of the speaker may be visible through an intelligent use of 
discourse. That is why some people utilize discourse to inject particular notions to the audience. Discourse has the 
capability of conveying notions in an indirect way. Seinfeld exemplify the inner meaning of a speaker based on 
his/her pauses during the speech as follows:  
 
There are two types of favors, the big favor and the small favor. You can measure the size of the favor by the pause 
that a person takes after they ask you to  “Do me a favor.” Small favor -small pause. “Can you do me a favor, hand 
me that pencil.” No pause at all. Big favors are, “Could you do me a favor…” Eight seconds go by. “Yeah? What?” 
“… well.” The longer it takes them to get to it, the bigger the pain is going to be. Humans are the only species that 
do favors. Animals don’t do favors. A lizard does not go up to a cockroach and say, “Could you do me a favor and 
hold still, I’d like to eat you alive.” That’s a big favor even with no pause. Seinfeld (1993) 
 
In addition, discourse has an ability to manipulate ideas of people, which is accepted by the majority of us. Analysts 
examining speeches of politicians in particular might come across the power of discourse. Paul Foss fortifies the 
power of discourse with his saying: “Discourse has become the arena for the generation and propagation of 
historically specified norms and socially adequate forms of power.”  
 Some writers who would like to convey some massages including the ones that cannot be accepted 
positively by the public apply to power of discourse. For example, for feminist writers, there are countless options to 
create a text to deliver intended messages such as punctuation, fragmentation, speaking of possibilities, detailing the 
events which seem ridiculous to men or giving importance on male properties in order to draw attention towards the 
torture on women in societies. As a matter of identity and difference, otherness of women might be visible with a 
closer look. Disposing the existence of worlds of male and female languages separately, Madeleine Gagnon claims 
that women use language of men so as to influence and transform it. Barbara Godard in her essay titled as 
‘Theorizing Feminist Discourse/ Translation’ puts forward polarity, which symbolizes the echo of the individual’s 
self and the other, as a feature of women discourse. Additionally, Godard advocates displacement of women voice 
by themselves is characteristics of women discourse.  
 On the properties of the speech of women, Plato is in the view that the speech of women, the private speech 
of house hold, may be in lack of the form of philosophic argumentation or the form of poetry and thus, he describe 
the speech of women as unformed, chaotic, and consisting of only opinion not truth. Absolutely, Plato’s 
discrimination of women speech takes one to think about mainstream of consciousness that was invented as a 
writing mood via experimentation in the late 19th and early in 20th centuries. However, in studies examining thought 
systems of men and women, the fragmentation and detailed speech are asserted to be properties of women speech 
not that of men. Similarly, Woolf explains that Dorothy Richardson has invented the ‘sentence of the feminine 
gender’’, a psychological sentence that disregards the story and privileges the description of frames of mind: ‘It is of 
a more elastic fiber than the old, capable of stretching to the extreme, of suspending the frailest particles, of 
enveloping the frailest shapes’ (Woolf 1919:191). Women’s speech is considered a challenge to male logocentrism 
and binary logic (Guild 1992:75). According to Guild’s study, men thought system works similar to a computer as it 
is based on pure truth. 
 Rachel May asserts that, in Modernist fiction, punctuation is utilized in experimental ways for visual 
effects or to emphasize the interplay of textual voices (1997:2-4). Semicolons, for instance, compose paratactic 
structures that erase syntactical and conceptual hierarchies and therefore this results in numerous viewpoints. The 
creation of multiple viewpoints might be considered to be one of the main functions attributed to semicolons in 
writings of Virginia Woolf. David Lodge (1993:26) proposes that Virginia Woolf is prone to use semicolons rather 
than full stops so as to delay the moment when the sentence commits itself to an ending. Breaking the sentence and 
breaking the sequence (Woolf, 1929) are proposed two critical acts for modern women writers.  
As can be seen from the information given above based on the research conducted in the field of discourse 
and feminist discourse, writes take advantage of discourse and they assert some specific ideas especially when they 
are reluctant to make their claim clearly. Virginia Woolf is one of these writers and she not only tries to define the 
properties of the speech of women but also she explains how the speech of women should be.  For instance, Woolf 
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opposes presentation of lesbianism in Radclyffe Hall in her works and wishes she did not support lesbianism in her 
writing.  Indirect messages are not fruitful just in texts; on the other hand, indirect messages might be conducted in 
education as suggested in this study. In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf resorts to hedges, specific functional morphemes and 
parts of speech, which display possibility of occurrences for indirect messages throughout her writing.   
“If you hedge against something unpleasant or unwanted that might affect you, you do something which 
will protect you from it. If you hedge or hedge a problem or question, you avoid answering question or committing 
yourself to a particular action or decision.” (Collins: 1987) Uses of hedges or other parts of speech as Collins 
asserts, take the responsibility out of persons, which might be applied to language learning and that’s why using 
hedges, specific functional morphemes and parts of speech, which display possibility of occurrences might reduce 
anxiety of learners.  It has been found that the feelings of tension or nervousness center on the two basic task 
requirements of foreign language learning: listening and speaking (Horwitz et al., 1986) because, in interaction, both 
the skills cannot be separated. Guiora advocates that language learning itself is "a profoundly un-settling 
psychological proposition ” as it directly menaces an individual's self-concept and worldview.  
Language anxiety has been argued to have an importance on learning to speak a foreign language. Many 
researchers of language anxiety have suggested a variety of strategies to cope with this multifaceted dilemma 
(Hashemi, 2013). The most frequent solution proposal by language learners is to filter teacher domination from the 
atmosphere of classroom. These learners suggest a classroom in which mistakes might be made without looking or 
sounding unskillful (Constructivist Theory of Learning). Some teachers suggest instructors to create environments in 
which students can feel successful in using English and avoid setting up the activities which increase the chances for 
the students to fail”. Others put forward a communicative approach where students are given chances to succeed 
even with imperfect language competence. Some other teachers emphasize on the use of drama-like and role-play 
activities through which learners could feel safe in a pretended situation with a pretended identity (Suggestopedia).
  
Analysis of Mrs. Dalloway 
The analysis of Mrs. Dalloway’s discourse by which Woolf tries to teach women thought system to the 
audience sheds light on the probability of reducing language learning anxiety by the usage of specific structures 
which signify possibility and uncertainty such as ‘could’, ‘might’, ‘as far as I know’, ‘perhaps’, ‘nearly’, ‘about’ and 
etc.  Woolf avoids asserting 100 percent true statements and she softens the exactness, which some research claim to 
be a feature of feminist discourse. That is why Woolf frequently utilizes hedges, particular adverbs, models and 
phrases in Mrs. Dalloway. She not only finds mainstream of consciousness fruitful but also she manages to show 
fluidity of women thought by using these speech parts.  Starting with the effect of role play technique on reducing 
the anxiety of language learners, it may be claimed that if language learners are taught to start with a statement 
clarifying possibility, their anxiety will decrease as the learners accept the probability of their mistakes to come.  In 
the analysis part, excerpts from the text of Mrs. Dalloway are going to be examined in order to understand the 
function of hedges and similar structures gaining possibility. 
Example 1 
“There was a sort of -…- a sort of ease in her manner to him.” (Used 16 more times with the same 
function)  
In this excerpt, the speaker obviously have difficulty in finding proper adjective to explain the situation in 
which the part standing for the semantic role, goal is.  Similarly, if language learners are provided with the 
knowledge and the function of ‘sort of’ structure, the learners do not feel obliged to use fixed derivational 
morphemes. For example, a learner who has been taught to use lexical relations such as synonym and antonym or to 
use hedges as indicated in the excerpt, may not know specific words for specific situations, but they could handle 
explaining these specific situations by trying to use related words for the situation. Imagine a situation in which a 
learner has the native language equivalence of a word such as ‘parsley’ in his/ her mind, but he/ she cannot utter it. 
Then, a learner qualified with the knowledge of hedges, specific functional morphemes and parts of speech, which 
display possibility of occurrences as in this study, can try to explain ‘parsley’ using related words such as sort of a 
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green plant added to meals especially soups or a kind of pickled herb supplying a good taste for meals. Capable of 
explaining what he/ she wants to explain, anxiety of learner lessens automatically.  The same situation is valid for 
the similar structure ‘kind of’ as:  
“…and doing her hair in a kind of ecstasy, …  She said they had a kind of courage which the older she grew the 
more she respected”(Used 2 more times with the same function). In the following excerpt from the novel, a 
derivational morpheme ‘like’ is used for similar function. If students are taught the function of this derivational 
morpheme, then they may not lock in to find proper words while speaking or writing in a foreign language.  
“She was like a poplar, she was like a river, she was like a hyacinth, Willie Titcomb was thinking. Oh how much 
nicer to be in the country and do what she liked! (Used 29 more times with the same function)  
  
Example 2  
 
“It might be an exaggeration-but still so it did seem now.” (Used 12 more times with the same function) 
Another part of speech to be examined in the novel is ‘it might be’. Woolf utilizes this structure so as to 
avoid taking responsibility of her utterances, which is categorized as a women speech feature. When the speaker 
uses this structure, it indicates that the speaker is not concise in what he/ she says and makes the utterance earn 
possibility. In language learning classrooms, learners hesitate in making mistakes both in grammar and in exactness 
of the situation they utter.  If they are taught such a structure, learners may get to know that it is not a learner who 
takes the responsibility of his/ her utterances. It means that language learners may think that they could do mistakes 
before stating something as the hedge that they use take the responsibility out of the speaker. When language 
learners take it into consideration that they do not take the responsibility of their utterances, their anxiety might 
decrease as in role playing; students may have positive feelings, desires and attitudes towards language learning 
(Scarcella and Crookall: 1990).         
    
Example 3 
… but that might be her heart, affected, they said, by influenza.  (Used 5 more times with the same 
function)           
  
Example 4 
  She said somehow very like to him, … (Used 11 more times with the same function)  
  
Example 5 
 …,she looked almost beautiful, very stately, very serene. (Used 5 more times with the same function)
  
Example 6 
Probably she does not get on with Clarissa. (Used 7 more times with the same function) 
 
Example 7 
… and possibly (this was a theory he used to make up to account for her, so transparent in some ways, so 
inscrutable in others), possibly she said to herself, (Used 6 more times with the same function)  
  
Example 8 
 I suppose they are praying. (Used 9 more times with the same function throughout the novel) 
  
Conclusion 
 One might easily confer from the analysis of Mrs. Dalloway based on uses of hedges, specific functional 
morphemes and parts of speech that display possibility of occurrences that Woolf benefit from these structures in 
order to diminish firmness of utterances. Tendency on being not exact might be considered as a feature of women 
speech on the ground that the speech of women has a character of being non-linear. The essential traits of female 
discourse that Woolf describes in her critical writings are: non-linearity, openness, suspension, and dissolution of 
subjectivity. The analysis of Mrs. Dalloway’s discourse may be capable of creating a new horizon into language 
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teaching and learning about the chance of lessening language learning anxiety by the usage of specific structures 
which suggest doubtfulness and possibility such as ‘almost’, ‘probably’, ‘possibly’, ‘it might be’, ‘they said’, ‘sort 
of’ and etc.  
When the effect of role play technique on reducing the anxiety of language learners is taken into 
consideration; it might be supported that if language learners are taught to start with a statement clarifying 
possibility, their anxiety may decrease as the learners accept the probability of their probable mistakes. In role-
playing, language learners choose different identities for themselves since it is found fruitful for students to see these 
foreign names responsible for their own mistakes. It is claimed in this paper that supposed that language learners are 
provided with words or phrases of possibility, the learners might welcome the possibility of their mistakes, which 
may happen during language classes, at first and that might reduce language learning anxiety. 
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